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This bot is a multi-map utility bot, the dota 6.81a elite monster should be a good starting point for the new
map. In order to start, you need to copy the new bots into the dota 6.81a bots directory. It comes with
some preset maps that can be used to practice it. But make sure to backup your map. Once you are

confident with the maps that you have, download map hack 2.0.2.rar from 4shared.com 3.76 kb, dota 2
benchmark 3. (dotaxtreme).com 1.72 kb free from tradownload. The new map by XeN is changing the art
of the jungle. Get ready to face all new obstacles and terrain. Watch out for your step because u can fly as

well.. Patch 6.74a came with some of the new map features such as dota 6.74a elite baron hunter with
armor +2. Some of the most notable changes are: 2). The other difference in the new map is the baron will
be a human instead of a wolf. While the baron in the jungle before the dota 6.74a is the same as the baron
in the previous map, they have came out with this beautiful dota 6.74a baron hunter.. The new dota 6.74a
is an elite monster, these of course are difficult to kill if you dont already have your own. If you are going

to battle this elite monster or any of the elite monsters in the 1v1 tournament arena, make sure to prepare
for a battle of a lifetime. these two maps are also included below. the developer pbmn will have to

sucessfully implement each and every change in a sequence to make the ai map work. dota v6.76c ai will
take weeks to release because of massive amount of changes from 6.75/6.76. hello if you wana to play this

map on garena ( it will give lot of garena exp and it will have 12 players 12 heroes lot of kills and battles
and..add me on garena i will cr8 this map all time my garena nickname is danielangelovadd me and we will

play dota 6v6 no lags no livers just for fun!!
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